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HIDDEN SECURITY GAPS

[Understanding your organization’s security gaps
and how to address them]

A cost effective 2-week
engagement designed to:

Provide you with a complete
asset and vulnerability report
Give you line of sight into gaps
in patching and asset issues
Provide recommendations
from our experts on how you
can reduce your risk
Evaluate your existing patching
program
Identify if GoSecure Titan®
Vulnerability Management as a
Service (VMaaS) is right for you

[CONTACT US: +1-855-893-5428]

Organizations struggle to keep pace with the ever-increasing threat landscape and
the targeting of vulnerabilities. The result is that even critical patches can take
months to deploy.

According to the MITRE.org database, more than 50 vulnerabilities were logged
every day on average in 2021 which means that risks from vulnerabilities are
continuously being compounded. Most organizations lack the time, tools, and
expertise to effectively manage vulnerabilities. 

Unfortunately, these shortcomings are often revealed through a breach or other
time-consuming incident. Uncover those hidden security gaps before it’s too late.

TAKING THE FIRST STEP
You can’t fix your problems until you know what problems you have. The GoSecure
Titan® Vulnerability Scan Assessment Report provides visibility into vulnerabilities on
your network. After analyzing your network, our experts will:

Produce a complete asset and vulnerability report for you to keep
Provide a comprehensive evaluation of findings with insights and
recommendations
Conduct a one-hour consultation with you to review the findings and strategize
next steps

Reach out to discuss how your organization can schedule to begin your Vulnerability
Scan Assessment Report: www.gosecure.net/sales-contact

GoSecure is a recognized cybersecurity leader and innovator,
pioneering the integration of endpoint, network, and email threat
detection into a single Managed Extended Detection and Response
(MXDR) service. The GoSecure Titan® platform delivers predictive
multi-vector detection, prevention, and response to counter modern
cyber threats. GoSecure Titan® MXDR delivers rapid response and
active mitigation services that directly touch the customers’ network
and endpoints. For over 20 years, GoSecure has been helping
customers better understand their security gaps and improve their
organizational risk and security maturity through MXDR and
Professional Services solutions delivered by one of the most trusted
and skilled teams in the industry. To learn more, please visit:

ABOUT GOSECURE TITAN®
VMAAS

GoSecure Titan® VMaaS provides
flexible offerings for scanning,
patch management or full-service
deployment across covered
systems and applications.

This service can help with
compliance, offer visibility and real-
time monitoring, as well as
comprehensive reporting

http://www.gosecure.ai/
http://www.gosecure.net/sales-contact

